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Introduction. In the author's Chapter XV, Fixed point sets and orbits of

complementary dimension, of [l], it was shown that if a compact Lie group G

acts on a locally separable re-dimensional cohomology manifold M over Z

(n-cmz) of finite covering dimension in such a way that the dimension of

the fixed point set F(G, M) is re — k — 1 near a point xEF(G, M), where k is

the maximal dimension of any orbit, then the orbit space M/G is an (n — k)-

cm2 with boundary F(G, M) near x (see Definition 1.3 of [l, Chapter XV]).

Moreover it was shown that, near x, there are exactly two types of orbits,

these being the fixed points and the principal orbits. The principal orbits are

integral cohomology spheres and there is a cross-section near x for the action

of G. This theorem (1.4 of [l, Chapter XV]) and its immediate corollary

(1.5 of [l, Chapter XV]) will be referred to in the present paper as the CDT

(complementary dimension theorem).

The present paper studies the case in which dimz2 F(G, M) =n — k — 2 near

x (see Theorem 1.1 for the precise statement), and, although the results are

not nearly as complete as those in the CDT, we obtain that M/G is an

(n — k)-cmz with boundary near x. Using slices we obtain a corollary (1.4)

which asserts that in the general case of any action of a compact Lie group

G on an n-cmz M, the set C*EM/G of points in the orbit space around

which M/G is not an (re — k)-cmz (with or without boundary) is a closed

set of dimension at most (n — k — 3) (in acertain technical sense). If k = n — 2,

we obtain that M/G is a 2-manifold with boundary (Corollary 1.5), which is

the main part of Theorem 11 of [3].

We would like to call attention to Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.5 as well as

Corollary 2.4, which, besides being basic for the present paper, have an inde-

pendent interest. The technique of the proof of Lemma 5.2 is also of some

interest.

As to notation we always denote by H an isotropy subgroup of a point

on a principal orbit (that is, H is a minimal isotropy group in the sense that

H is conj ugate to a subgroup of any other isotropy group). We let k = dim G/H

= max|dim G(y)\yEM} and let B = {yEM\dim G(y) <k} be the set of

points on singular orbits, and E= {yEM\ dim G(y)=k, Gyn^H}, the set of

points on exceptional orbits. For any set A EM we denote by A* its image

in M* = M/G. T will denote a maximal torus of H and Po a maximal torus
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of G. For a subgroup K EG, K° denotes the identity component of K, 7V(£)

denotes the normalizer of K, ZLK) denotes the centralizer of K, and £(£, M)

= {y\ K(y) =y} denotes the set of fixed points of K on M. The natural map

M—+M/G is denoted by 7r. dimL(X, x) stands for the infimum of dimi,(i7) for

Uranging over all open neighborhoods of x in X, as in [l, Chapter XV, §1.1 ].

The definitions of the basic notions that we use will be found in [l ] : dim¿ U

in I, 1.2; n-cnii, I, 3.3 (also see Chapter XV, 2.2); w-cmi, with boundary,

XV, 1.3; = LF, XV, 2.2 (which we also use for Fa locally closed subspace of X

in general). The cohomology we use is always the Alexander-Spanier cohomol-

ogy with compact supports.

Familiarity with some of the basic results in [l] (especially Chapters

I, IV, V, IX, XIII, and XV) will be assumed. As in the proof of the CDT, we

reduce the theorem to the case in which 77 is finite by studying the action of

A7(£)/£ on £(£, M). Lemma 2.1 then implies that if 77 is finite then rank

(G) 5¡2, and the proof of the theorem is taken up for each of the three cases

rank (G) =0, 1, and 2 in §§3, 4, and 5. In the appendix (§6) we state some

theorems that will be used in the proof of our main result. The proofs of these

theorems essentially appear elsewhere, but the existing statements of the

results are not general enough for our purposes.

1. The main results. The main object of this paper is to prove the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Let M be a locally separable n-cmz of finite covering dimen-

sion. Let G be a compact Lie group acting effectively on M, let 77 be an isotropy

group of some point on a principal orbit of G, and let & = dim G/H.

If k>0 and dimz2(£(G, M), x)=n — k — 2, then M/G is an (n — k)-cmz

with boundary B*VJE* near 7r(x), and E* = 0 near 7r(x) if G is connected.

If k = 0, Gj^G+ (where G+ denotes the subgroup of G preserving the orienta-

tion at x), and diniz2(£(G, M), x)=n — 2, then M/G is an n-cmz with bound-

ary E* near 7r(x). Moreover G is dihedral and G+ is cyclic.

If k = 0, G = G+, and dimzp(£(G, M), x)=n — 2 for all primes p dividing

ord(G), then M/G is an n-cmz near r(x). Moreover G is cyclic.

Remark. In case rank (G)>rank(77) one can replace the condition

diniz2(£(G, M), x)=n-k-2 by the weaker dimz(£(G, M), x)=n-k-2.

This will be clear from the proof of 1.1 since the former condition will follow

from the latter almost immediately in these cases by using [l, Chapter I,

4.9]. We do not know whether or not the weaker condition suffices in the other

cases of 1.1.

In this section we shall state and prove some corollaries to 1.1. We will

then prove the case k = 0 of 1.1 and show how this case implies that we may

assume that G is connected in the proof of 1.1.

Analogously with Corollary 1.6 of the CDT, we get the following global

result.
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Corollary 1.2. Let G and M be as in 1.1 and also assume H*(M, Z)

= H*(Sn, Z). Ifk>0, or k = 0and G^G+, and dim^ F(G, M)=n-k-2, then
M/G is a cohomology (n — k)-cell with boundary B*VJE* (see [I, Chapter XV,

Corollary 1.6]) and E* = 0 if G is connected. Ifk = 0, G = G+ and dimZp F(G, M)

= w —2 for all primes p dividing ord(C?), then M/G is a cohomology n-sphere,

that is, M/G is an n-cmz and H*(M/G, Z)=H*(Sn, Z). In the cases k = 0,

G = G+ or G9áG+, G is cyclic or dihedral respectively.

Proof. As in the proof of [l, Chapter XV, Corollary 1.6], we apply 1.1

to the action of G on the cone cM over M. The details will be left to the

reader.

As in [l, Chapter IX] let Mu,v= {yEM\ dim G(y) =u, v = number of com-

ponents of Gv}.

Corollary 1.3. With the notation of 1.1 say that zEMu,T, HEG, and

dimzX-M*,,, ir(z)) =re — k — 2, for L = Z2 if u<k (resp. for all L = ZP if u = k),

then the hypotheses of 1.1 hold for the action of Gz on a slice at z, so that M/G is

an (n — k)-cmz with boundary B*\JE* near ir(z) if u<k (resp. M/G is an

(n — k)-cmz near ir(z) with or without boundary if u = k).

Proof. This follows exactly as does Corollary 1.5 of [l, Chapter XV].

Corollary 1.4. Let C*= {z*EM/G\ M/G is not an (n — k)-cmz (with or

without boundary) near z*}. Then C* is a closed set and

(1) dimzC*^n-k-2,

(2) dimZl(C*r\B*)^n-k-3,

(3) for each z*EC*i\M*„ there is a prime p (depending on z) such that

dimZi)(MÍv,z*)=n-k-3.

Proof. C* is clearly closed since its complement is open. (1) follows from

Corollary 1.5 of [l, Chapter XV] in a manner analogous to the following

proof of (2). To prove (2), say that dimZl(C*r\B*) ^n-k-2 and let

Ci*= {z*EC*r\B*\dimZi(C*r\B*, z*)=n-k-2}. C? is clearly closed and

also dimz2(C*, z*) 2:re — k — 2 for any z*£G*. Choose z*EC* in such a way

that for any y*EC* sufficiently close to z* we have Gy~Gz. Then if z*EM*tV

we see that C*r\M*¿ is a neighborhood of z* in C*. Hence dimZ2(M*t, z*)

2: re — k — 2 and it follows from Corollary 1.3 above or from Corollary 1.5 of

[l, Chapter XV] that M/G is an (n — k)-cmz (possibly with boundary) near

z*, contrary to the definition of C*. (3) follows immediately from 1.3 or from

Corollary 1.5 of [l, Chapter XV].

Corollary 1.5. If k = n — 2, then M/G is a 2-manifold with boundary con-
taining B *.

Proof. It follows immediately from Corollary 1.4 that M/G is a 2-cmz

with or without boundary. Also it is well-known that a locally separable
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2-cm is a 2-manifold. That B* is contained in the boundary follows easily

by application of Corollary 1.3.

This corollary is, of course, just Theorem 11 of [3] for G a Lie group and

for M an n-cmz instead of a manifold. (The proof in [3] also holds for cms,

however.) Similarly the case k = n — 1 of the CDT would yield immediately

a corollary similar to Theorem 10 of [3]. The author intends to give more

detailed information about the case k = n — 2 in a subsequent paper.

We shall now take up the proof of the case k = 0 of 1.1. We first confine our

discussion to the case G = G+. In [2, Theorem 7.8], the local groups of M/G

are calculated for G~ZP. It is easy to see from that result that if G = G+«ZP

and dimZp(£(G, M), x)=n — 2, then M/G is an n-cmz near ir(x). By an easy

induction this follows for all solvable G = G+. Thus to show M/G to be an

n—cm it suffices to show that G is solvable. Note that if KEG is normal and

K = K+ is solvable then by the diagram iQ = rationals)

HliM/K, Q) -^ H"iM/K, Q)

lr* | x*

H'liM, Q) -i-> HiM, Q)

in which the maps 7r* are isomorphisms by [l, Chapter III, 2.3], we have that

gEG preserves orientation on M if and only if gKEG/K preserves orientation

on M/K. Moreover, if G is effective on M then its principal isotropy sub-

group is trivial and it follows easily that G/K is effective on M/K.

Noting also that if G = G+ then G&ZP®ZP by dimensional parity and

Borel's formula [l, Chapter XIII, 4.3], we see that the class S of finite groups

G = G+ which can act effectively on an n-cmz M with dimZp(£(G, M), x)

= n — 2 near some xEFiG, M) and for all primes p dividing ord(G) satisfies

the following three statements:

(1) ZP®ZPE& for any prime p.

(2) If GGS and G'CG, then G'GS.
(3) If GGS and £ is a solvable normal subgroup of G, then G/£GS.

The case k = 0, G = G+ of 1.1, except for the statement that G is cyclic,

now follows from

Lemma 1.6. Let & be a class of finite groups satisfying (1), (2) and (3) above.

Then every GGS is solvable and every p-group GGS is cyclic.

Proof. By [8, Chapter V, 10], it suffices to prove that every 7>group

GGS is cyclic. We use induction on ord(G). Thus assume all /^-groups G'GS

of order less than pa are cyclic and let GGS be a ¿>-group of order pa. By

[8, Chapter IV, 9] the center C of G is nontrivial. Also (1) implies that C is

cyclic. (3) and the induction hypothesis imply that G/C is cyclic. But if g is

a representative of a generator of G/C and c is a generator of C, then clearly

G is generated by the commuting elements g and c. Thus G is abelian and

hence G = C is cyclic by (1).
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It remains to show that, in general, G is cyclic. According to Lemma 1.6

and [8, Chapter V, 11 ], if G is not cyclic then G has a cyclic normal subgroup

G'^Za and a subgroup G"~Zb such that G"~G/G' naturally. Moreover,

letting g and h be generators of G' and G" respectively, hghr1 = gr for some

1 <r<a and also ((r— l)b, a) = l and r*=l (a). These relations imply that a

is odd. Let p\a be some odd prime. Then galp and h generate a subgroup of G

which is abelian if and only if a divides r(a/p) — (a/p) = (r—l)(a/p) and hence

if and only if p\(r — l) which is impossible, since (r—l) and a are relatively

prime. Thus, passing to this subgroup, we may assume that a = p is an odd

prime.

A result of R. G. Swan [6, Theorem 3(b)] implies that the p-period of

G is 2i 2:4, where t is the least integer for which r'= 1 (p). This means in the

present case, since p|ord(G) and p2\ord(G) and according to [4, Chapter

XII, Exercise ll], that

(ZP,       if 2/1 i,

(.0, otherwise,

where H'(G, Z, p) denotes the p-primary component of H'(G, Z). Thus by

the universal coefficient theorem

(Zp

to,

if 21 \i or 2i   (¿4- 1),
H<(G,ZP) = {J" '   . IV

otherwise.

This could also be seen by direct computation using the methods of [4, Chap-

ter XII ].
Now let F=F(G', M), which is an (re —2)-cm over Zp, and hence coin-

cides with F(G, M) in some open set near x. In particular G preserves orienta-

tion on F. It follows from [l, Chapter IV, 3.6 and Chapter V, 2.1], that if

i>n and VEU are properly chosen, then in the diagram

HÍ(Va, Zp) -> H\((V C\ F)G, Zp)

I ii lia

HÍ(U0, Zp) -» HÍ((U H F)a, Zp)

the horizontal maps are isomorphisms, Im ji « Hi~n(G, H?(U, Zp))

«7P-»(G, Zp), and Im j,«ff*-<"-»(G, H?-2(Tjr\F, Z,)) «#<—+*(<?, Zp).
Thus, for all j>0, H'(G, Zp) »7P+2(G, Zp), which contradicts our previous

result and finishes the proof that G = G+ is cyclic.

We now take up the case k = 0, G9£G+ of 1.1. We first show:

Lemma 1.7. // gEG — G+, then there is an i such that dimZi(F(gi, M), x)

= re—1. Thus dimL(F(G, M), x)=re —2 for any L.

Proof. The second statement follows from the first, from the CDT (k = 0)

(or [7, Lemma 16, Corollary]) which implies that F(gi, M) is an (re —1)—cm
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over Z near x, and from [l, Chapter I, 4.9].

To prove the first statement let ord g = 2'a, a odd. Then ga also reverses

orientation so that we may assume that ord g = 2>. Let G' be the group gener-

ated by g, ord G' = 2'. By the case k = 0, G = G+ of 1.1 we have that M/G'+

is an n-cmz near x and we also have that g must reverse orientation on

M/G'+. Thus since g2GG'+ we have that dimz2(£(g, M/G'+), x)=n-l. How-

ever, if dimz2 Fig*, M) =n — 2 for all ¿<2' we would have that G' acts freely

outside £(G', M) near x, since £(g, M)C£(g\ M), both being (» — 2)-cm's

over Z2 near x, are equal near x. It would follow that G'/G'+ acts freely out-

side £(G', M)/G'+ « £(G', il7) on Af/G'+ and hence that £(g, 17/G'+) « £(g, Af)
is of dimension w —2 over Z2. This contradiction finishes the proof of the

lemma.

By Lemma 1.7, and the case k = 0, G = G+ of 1.1, we have that M/G+ is

an n-cmz near x. By the CDT for k = 0 applied to the action of G/G+ on

M/G+ we have that M/G is an w-cmz with boundary. We must show that

the boundary of M/G is £* and that G is dihedral. There is an invariant

neighborhood U of a point yEFiG, M) arbitrarily near x, such that £(g, U)

= F(G, U) = F for all e^gEG+. We may assume that U is so small that if

zEU, Gz¥-ie), G, then Gz^Zi and £(G*, U) is an (« — l)-cmz. It is also pos-

sible to assume that if C* is the boundary of U/G, then £* EC* is connected,

C* —£* has exactly two components (since £ is an (» — 2)-cmz>) for any

7>|ord G+) Co* and C*, and U* — C* is connected.

It follows from Theorem 6.5 that U* may be taken to be so small that

7r_1(£* — C*) consists of ord(G) components each mapping homeomorphically

onto U* — C* via r. Let W be one of these components.

Note that since £ is an (re — 2) -cmzr for any p | ord G+ we obtain from

the cohomology sequence of C* mod £* that 7/?_2(C,*, ZP) = LF0 for ¿ = 0, 1

and any ¿>|ord G+. Also, if zEr~l(Cf), then G+(z) =G+G2(3) =G(z) so that

rKCf)      _.-« C*.
G+

Thus, again by Theorem 6.5, we obtain that 7r_1(C*) consists of ord(G+)

= (l/2)ord(G) components. Let C, be a component of 7r_1(C,*) such that

CiC\Wt¿0. We see easily, using the connectivity of Ct, that dEW.lt

follows that W = WVJCo^JC-^JF. Note that G2 is constant on C0 and on Ci

and hence if zGCo then CoC£(G*, U).

We can construct in W an arc a: [0, l]—>W such that a(a)EW for

aG(0, 1), z0 = o;(0)GGo and zi = a(l)GCi. Define gi to be the nontrivial ele-

ment of G2l and let g2 be the nontrivial element of Ggi^0). In general define g2t-

to be the nontrivial element of GS2i_lS2i_,.. .M9l(J0) and g2,+i to be the nontrivial

element of GB2iJj_,.. .04,!(ili.

We see easily that Uy {gjgj-i ■ ■ ■ gigi(W-F)} is connected and is open

and closed in   U—F.  Thus it is equal  to   U—F and this implies that
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Uy [gjgj-i ■ • ■ gigi} =G. Now U,-{(g,-gy_i • • • g2gi)a([0, l])} must be a circle

(since it is a compact connected one-manifold) and hence 7 = G(a([0, l])) is

a circle upon which G operates effectively (since the isotropy group is trivial

on a(0, 1)). It follows that G is dihedral.

Now let V he an arbitrary invariant neighborhood of x such that the

complement X in V/G oí the boundary (as an w-cm with boundary) of V/G

is connected and assume that F is so small that for any sufficiently small

neighborhood VEV of x and any element gEG with dim F(g, F)=re—1,

then there are exactly two components of V—F(g, V) which touch V (and

these are permuted by g).

In some such V we can find a U as above and y EU. Say that a, bEy

are in different components of y — F(g, y). Then clearly a = g(b') for some V

in the same component as b. By the selection of F and V, a and V (hence a

and b) are in different components of V—F(g, V). Thus we see that t_1(X)

has at least ord(G) components, since yi~\ir~l(X) has this many components

and since any two points in different components of y — ir~1(X) are actually

in different components of y — F(g, y) for some gEG.

However, the number of components of ir~1(X) is at most the number of

elements of G(z) for any z for which ir(z) EX. Thus, for any such z, G(z) has

as many points as G, that is, G(z) is principal. This concludes the proof of

the case k = 0, G^G+ of 1.1.
The case k = 0 enables us to reduce the proof of Theorem 1.1 to the con-

nected case as follows. Say that (G, M) is a transformation group satisfying

the hypotheses of 1.1. Then (G°, M) also satisfies these hypotheses (or the

hypotheses of the CDT) so that M/G° is an (n — k)-cmz with boundary

B/G°. We now apply the case k = 0, G^G+ to the action of G/G°®K on

(M/G°)d(-Bla0) (see [l, Chapter XV, Definition 1.2]), where K is induced by

the doubling operation. We obtain that

M/G°      (Af/G0)<i(B/<î0,
M/G «-«-■

G/G°       (G/G°) ® K

is an (n — k)-cmz with boundary. The boundary is clearly 73* WE* by the

results of the case k = 0, G9£G+ of 1.1. Thus we may restrict our attention to

the case in which G is connected in the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Remark. A closer examination of the action of G/G° on M/G° yields that

(when k > 0) effectively G/G° is either trivial or Z2. Also the former case im-

plies that the orbits of G are connected (and, in particular, E = 0 near x since

this is true for G°), and the latter case implies that the boundary of M/G is

B*\JE* with B*C\E* an (re — k — 2)-cmz. To see this, assume G/G° does not

act trivially on M/G", let G' be the effective (factor) group, and let B' =B/G°

be the boundary of M' = M/G°. Then G' is effectively of order two on B' since

its fixed point set is of dimension = « — k — 2 = dim 73' — 1. Since any group

leaving B' stationary must also leave M' stationary (see [l, Chapter XV,
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remark below 2.1]) we see that G' ^Z2. The rest follows from the fact that

W"F(G', M') = F(G/G°, M/G") and £V\B*«£(G/G°, B/G°). (Also com-
pare Lemma 2.5.)

2. Preliminary results. Following the method of [l, Chapter XV], we

shall reduce the proof of Theorem 1.1 to the case in which 77 is finite by study-

ing the action of A(£)/£ on £(£, M), where £ is a maximal torus of 77. Our

first lemma gives a bound for rank (7Y(£)/£) =rank (G) — rank (77) and is an

improvement of the technique used in [l, Chapter XV ]. The lemma is also an

improvement of the known inequalities dimz £(G, M) ^ n — k — 1 and

dimz £(£o, M) ^n — 2 [rank (£>)] where £o is the maximal torus of G.

Lemma 2.1. £ei G act effectively on a locally separable n-cmz M with prin-

cipal isotropy group 77 a7îd k = dim G/77. Then near a point xEF(G, M) we

have dimz £(G, M)^dimz £(£0, M) gra-£-(rank(G) -rank(/7)) Sn-2

rank(G).

Proof. Let r = rank (G)—rank (77). The first inequality is clear. We now

prove the second inequality. It suffices to consider the case in which 77 is

finite, since if £ is a maximal torus of 77 we have that near x (see the proof of

Lemma 2.7 of [l, Chapter XV])

NiT)
dimz £(£, M) = n — k + dim-

A(r)n//

and the lemma for H finite says that near x

/                           NiT)    \                  NiT)
dimz £(£0, M) < In- k + dim-) - dim-r

V NiT) n /// NiT) r\ 77

= n — k — r.

Note also that it suffices to prove the inequality for G connected.

We shall assume from now on that His finite and hence that r = rank (G).

If r = 0 the inequality is clear. If r = 1 then the natural map

£(£o, M)
-» M/G

NiTo)

is a homeomorphism into B*. Thus by [l, Chapter IX, 2.2 Corollary],

£(£o, M)
dim £(7o, M) = dim-< dim B* £ n - k - 1

7V(£„)

as was to be shown. Thus assume r> 1.

We shall prove the inequality by induction on » = dim M. If n = 0 the

inequality is trivial. Say that the inequality always holds for «<»0 and let

dim M = n0. First suppose that £(£o, M) does not coincide with £(G, M)

in any open set near x. Then let y be a point of the component of £(£o, M)
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containing x, such that yEF(G, M) and such that for y'EF(T0, M) near

y, Gy~Gy'. Let 5 be a slice at y. Then by the inductive hypothesis dim P(Po, S)

^(n0-dim G/Gy)-dimGy-r = n0-k-r. If zEF(T0, G (S)) and z'ESÍ\G(z)
then Gt'EGy is of maximal rank so that there is an element gEGy such that

G0(z')=gGZ'g-1 contains P0. Hence g(z')EF(T0, S)C\G(z) and it follows that

P(Po, S)* = F(To, G(S))*. Thus, since y is near x, we have dim P(Po, S)

= dim F(To, 5)* = dim F(T0, G(5))* = dim F(T0, G(5))=P(P0, M) and hence

dim P(Po, M) -¿¡.no- k - r

as was to be shown.

Now say that P(Po, M) coincides with F(G, M) in some open set near x.

Then in order to compute dim P(Po, M) we may assume that P(Po, M)

= F(G, M) near x. By Borel's formula [l, Chapter XIII, 4.3] there is a

PiCPo, rank Ti = r— 1, such that near x, dim P(Pi, M)>dim F(T0, M). Let

yEF(Tu M)—F(T0, M) be in the component of P(Pi, M) containing x and

assume that for y'EF(Ti, M) close to y; Gv"^Gy. Since P(Po, M) = F(G, M)

we may assume that rank Gy = r — 1, that is, that Pi is a maximal torus of Gv.

Let 5 be a slice at y. Then by the inductive assumption

dim F(Ti, S) S (n0 - dim G/Gy) - dim G„ - r + 1

= no — k — r + 1.

Since rank G„ = r-1 we have that F(Th S)/(N(Ti)nGv) «P(ft, S)* so that

dim P(Pi, S) =dim F(Ti, S)*. Just as above we see easily that

P(Pi,G(5))
P(Pi, S)* = F(Ti, G(S))*

N(Ti)

But N(Ti) acting on P(Pi, M) or P(Pi, G(S)) is effectively of dimension equal

to dim N(Ti)/Ti so that

F(Ti,G(S)) N(Ti)
dim F(Ti, M) = dim F(TU G(S)) = dim-+ dim •

Sno — k — r+l + dim

N(Ti) Ti

N(Tj)

Pi

Also N(Ti) is effectively of rank one on P(Pi, M) and hence by the inequality

for r = 1 which has already been proved we have

/                                       N(Ti) \
dimF(To,M) = dim F(Ta, F(ft, M)) g (w„ - k - r + 1 4-dim--j

,.     N(Ti)— dim-1 = reo
Pi

as was to be shown.
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The last inequality can be derived from the middle one as follows. Note

that it is equivalent to fe^rank (G)+rank (77). We consider the action of £

on G/H. This action is effective since G is effective on G/77 (for otherwise 77

would contain a subgroup K normal in G and we would have that £ acts

trivially on M). Thus rank (G) - rank (77) g dim N(T)/(N(T) C\ 77)

= dim NiT)H/H=dim F(T, G/H)^k-dim (£)-rank (T)=k-2 rank (77),
by the middle inequality applied to the action of £on G/77. Thus fc^rank (G)

+rank (77) as was to be shown.

Remark. Notice that the proof of the middle inequality implies that if

we have equality for the first two inequalities and 77 is finite, then, since

£(£o, M)=F(G, M) in some open set near x, we would have that for any

TiETo of codimension one, either dim(£(£i, M), x)=dim(£(£0, M), x)

= n-k-r ordim(£(£!, M), x) =n-k-r + l+dim NiTi)/Ti.

Remark. In the situation of the main theorem (1.1), Lemma 2.1 allows

us to obtain the bound (rank (G) — rank (77)) gw — k— dim £(G, M) = (n — k)

— (n — k — 2)=2, and hence rank (G) ^ 2 when 77 is finite.

The next lemma is an improvement of Lemma 2.5 of [l, Chapter XV]. It

was implicit in some of the proofs there, but was not explicitly stated.

Lemma 2.2. Let G act on the n-cmz M and assume that M is such that the

map £(£, M)/NiT)—*M/G is a homeomorphism (see [l, Chapter XV,

Lemma 2.7]). Let zEFiT, M). If N(T)(z) is principal for NiT) on £(£, M)
then Giz) is principal for G on M.

Proof. There is an element gGG such that g~1HgEGz. Thus 77CgGzg_l

= GsW so that g(z)G£(77, M) and giz) and z are on the same orbit ofA(£)

on £(£, M) since they are on the same orbit of G and are contained in £(£, M).

Thus we may assume that HEGZ so that zG£(/7, M).

The hypothesis implies that NiT)(~\Gz = NiT)C\H since the latter group

is a principal isotropy group for NiT) on £(£, M). Let 5 be a slice at z for

G on M so that by Lemma 2.7 of [l, Chapter XV] any sufficiently small

neighborhood 5' of z in £(£, S) is a slice for the action of NiT) on £(£, M).

Let z'ES'. Then since z is on a principal orbit of 7V(£) we must have

NiT) H Gt. = NiT) C\ Gz = NiT) C\ H.

Hence

NiT) n Gz     NiT) C\ 77
0 * £(//, Gz/Gz.) C F(T, Gz/Gz.) « —-= —-= a point.

NiT)C\Gz.     NiT)C\H

Thus £(77, G2(z')) = £(£, Gziz'))=z', since TEG/, for any z'ES'. This im-

plies that £(77, S') = £(£, S') =S' is a cross-section near z for the orbit map

£(£, Af)-^£(£, M)/NiT) and hence also for the orbit map M-+M/G. The

lemma now follows from [l, Chapter XV, 2.6].
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Remark. Note that by Lemma 2.7 of [l, Chapter XV] we may assume,

in the proof of Theorem 1.1, that the natural map F(T, M)/N(T)-*M/G

is a homeomorphism. Moreover, since the finite group (N(T)r\H)/T is a

principal isotropy group for the action of N(T)/T on F(T, M), it follows

from Lemma 2.2 that if rank (G)>rank (H) (that is, if dim(N(T)/T)>0),

then it suffices to prove Theorem 1.1 for the action of N(T)/T on F(T, M)

(made effective) and hence for the case in which H is finite. (The fact that

E* = 0 near ir(x) when G is connected does not follow directly, but is easily

obtained by the method used in the last paragraph of §3.) In case rank(G)

= rank(/7) there are some minor complications due to the essential difference

between the cases k>0 and k = 0 of Theorem 1.1. These complications are

dealt with in §3.

Lemma 2.3. // G ací5 on a locally separable n-cmz M of finite covering

dimension in such a way that there are no exceptional orbits and such that

dimz(P(G0, M), x)=n — k — l, xEF(G, M), then the orbits of G on M are con-

nected. In particular F(G, M) = F(G°, M).

Proof. By hypothesis the transformation group (G°, M) satisfies the

hypotheses of the CDT so that M/G° is an (re — ife)-cm with boundary

F(G°, M). Also the points of F(G°, M) are the only singular orbits of G° and

hence of G. Thus F(G°, M) =B. Let G/K, G°EKEG, be the effective group

acting on M/G°. Since there are no exceptional orbits of G on M, the set M — B

of principal orbits is connected. Since the isotropy groups of two nearby

points of Af — 73 are conjugate by an element of G° we see that this is true

for any two points of M—B. If Gy = H it is easy to see that the isotropy sub-

group of G of the point G°(y)EM/G° is G0H. It follows that G0H leaves point-

wise fixed the dense set (M—B)/G°EM/G" and hence, in fact, K = G0H.

Since we also have that if G„<~/i~ (by an element of G°) then GaGv> = GaH we

see that the points of (M—B)/G° are all on principal orbits of G/K on M/G".

Let gEG be such that ord(gK)=p in G/K, p prime. Since the points of

(M-F(G°, M))/G°=(M-B)/G° are principal for G/K (and hence have

trivial isotropy groups) we see that F(g, M/Ga)EF(G°, M) = Boundary of

M/G°. By the cohomology diagram

H7k-\M/G°) -, HTk-\B/G°) - //T (^^) - Hn-k(M/G°)

ig* ig* ig* ig*

n—k—l 0 n—k—1 0 n—k I   M —  B\ n—k 0

Hc      (M/G ) - H.      (B/G ) -> Hc   [——j -» Hc   (M/G )

in which the groups in the first and last columns are =i,0 (see [l, Chapter

XV, Lemma 2.3]) we see easily that g preserves orientation on B/Ga

= P(G°,M) if and only if it does so on (M-/3)/G° (and hence on (M/G0)d(B/G°0.
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Thus by dimensional parity we see that if r = dimZj,(£(g,  M/G0)), then

(n — k—l)—r is even if and only if (n — k) —r is even.

This contradiction shows that G/G° must act trivially on M/G° and hence

that the orbits of G are connected as claimed.

Corollary 2.4. 5ay that G acts on a locally separable n-cmz M of finite

covering dimension. Assume that xEB and that all orbits of points in B suffi-

ciently close to x are of the same dimension and that dimz(£*, 7r(x)) =n — k — l.

Then if there are no exceptional orbits near x, the transformation group (G, M)

satisfies the hypotheses of the CDT [l, Chapter XV, Corollary 1.5] near x so

that all the orbits in B near x are of the same type.

Proof. This follows immediately by application of Lemma 2.3 to the ac-

tion of Gx on a slice at x. (See, for example, the proof of [l, Chapter XV, 1.5].)

Lemma 2.5. Let X be an m-cm over Z2 with boundary B. Say that G^Zi

acts on X with xEBr\F(G, X). Suppose dimz2(£(G, B), x) = r. Then locally at

x, £(G, X) is an (r + l)-cmz^ with boundary £(G, B). If r = m — 2 then locally

at x, X is the union of two subsets Xi and X2 with Xii\X2 = £(G, X), each of

which is a cross-section for the action of G and for which Xi is an m-cmz2 with

boundary (Z¿n£)W£(G, X).

Proof. Let M = XdB and let h be the doubling operation. Let g be the non-

trivial element of G and let it act on M in the natural manner. The trans-

formations e, g, h, gh form a group £ isomorphic to Z2 ©Z2 acting on M. Note

that gh interchanges the components of M — B so that Figh, M) EB = F(h, M)

and it follows that Figh, M) = £(£, M) = Fig, B). By Borel's formula [l,

Chapter XIII, 4.3]

m-r=iim-l)-r) + (r-r) + (dimz, £(g, M) - r)

so that £(g, M) is an (r + l)-cmz2 near x. Clearly h acts on £(g, M) with

F(h, Fig, M)) = Fig, B) and £(g, ~X) « £(g, M)/(e, h). From known facts it

follows that Fig, X) is an (r + l)-cmZ2with boundary £(g, B)=F(h, Fig, M)).

If r = m — 2, then from known facts il7 is the union, near x, of subsets

Mi, Mi with g interchanging Mi and M2, and with Mi(~\M2= Fig, M). It

follows that X = M/h is the union XJJXt, Xi=Mi/h, XiC\Xi= Fig, X) = £.
LetBi = Xir\B which are (w-l)-cm's with boundary £(g, B) = F(~\B. The

Mayer-Vietoris sequence with coefficients in Z2,

-* hÍíx) -» íhÍíXi) e //1(a2)) -» B?t(Xi r\ x,) -»

implies that //¿(A/) = Ly 0 for yEFig, B) and this is also true for yG(J5,-W£)

— (£C\£¿) since A/ is an m-cm?, with boundary near such points. Thus

77¿(Xi)_(i,Biuí')0 for all j. Moreover BJUF is the union of the two (m — \)

-em's £, and £with intersection BiC\F=Fig, B) the boundary of each. Thus

73AJ£ is an (m-l)-cmZl and the conclusion of the lemma follows from [l,
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Chapter XV, 2.3] (which is also valid for coefficients in a field).

We will need the following lemma on em's with boundary. We understand

that F. Raymond has been able to prove a more general result in this direc-

tion.

Lemma 2.6. Let Xbea locally compact space and F EB EX, closed subspaces.

Suppose that the following conditions hold :

(1) X — F is an m-cmz with boundary B — F.

(2) B is an (m — l)-cmz.

(3) dimz FSm-2.

(4) For all xEF, H%t(X-B, Z) = LA   '
(.0,        ir¿m.

Then X is an m-cmz with boundary B.

Proof. According to Lemma 2.3 of [l, Chapter XV] we must show that

H'C(X, Z) = lb 0 lor all i and by (1) this reduces to showing that H*C(X, Z)

= Lx 0 for any xEF and all i. By the cohomology sequences of X mod B

(locally about x) it clearly suffices to show that for a fundamental system of

neighborhoods U of x, the connecting homomorphism LT?~1(Ur\B, Z)

—>H?(U—B, Z) is an isomorphism onto.

By (2) and (4), since X — B is an m-cm, we see that it can be assumed

that Ui^B and U — B are connected and orientable. Let yE UC\B — F (which

exists by (3)) and let V EU he a neighborhood of y such that V(~\B EB — Fis

connected and V—BEU—B is connected. Then, since H?(V)=0 by (1)

(F is a proper closed subset of the m-cm Vd(-Bnv)), we have that

Z~H?~l(Vr\B)->H?(V-B)~Z is onto and hence is an isomorphism. But

H^~1(Vr\B)-*HT~1(UnB) and H?(V-B)->H?(U-B) are also isomor-

phisms and it follows that H7¡f~x(Ur\B)-*H?(U — B) is an isomorphism as

was to be shown.

3. Case I. rank (G)=rank (//). In this case N(T) acts on F(T, M)

effectively as a finite group and dim F(T, M) =n — k.

We will first show that there is an element gEN(T) which reverses the

orientation of F(T, M) (near x). If not, then we see that dim F(g, F(T, M))

Sn — k — 2 for all gEN(T) (by dimensional parity). It follows that, near x,

the set U of points on principal orbits of A7(P) on F(T, M) forms a dense

connected set in F(T, M). At least one of these points has H as an isotropy

group (for G on M) and since F(H, U) EF(T, U) must touch all the nearby

orbits it follows from the connectivity of U that F(H, U) = F(T, U) (and

also that F(H, M) = F(T, M)) near x.

We now have that N(H)/H=F(H, G/H) = F(T, G/H) = N(T)H/H so
that N(H) = N(T)H and hence N(H)DN(T). Thus G/N(H) is acyclic over

the rationals and is, in particular, nonorientable. Considering the fibering

U^Fw>G/N(H) (see [l, Chapter XII, 1.3(2)]) we see that there must be
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an element of the structural group which reverses the orientation of £(77, U)

= £(£, U). But this structural group is just 7V(/7)//7=A(£)77/77. This

implies, of course, that there is an element gGA!'(£) reversing the orientation

of £(£, U) and hence of £(£, M) as was to be shown.

By the case k = 0, G^G+ of Theorem 1.1, and by Lemma 2.2, we now have

that Í17/G is an (« — k)-cmz with boundary £*U£*. It remains to show

that if G is connected, then £* = 0 near x*. But if z*EE*, then, since £* is

open in B*\JE*, we have dimz E* = n — k— 1 and hence we would have

dimz£ = w —1 contrary to Theorem 4 of [5]. This completes the proof of

Case I.

4. Case II. rank (G) =rank (77)+ 1. It will suffice to consider the case in

which 77 is finite and G is connected, and hence for which rank(G) = l. If

G = S0(2) then dim £(G, M) could not be n — k — 2 = n — 3, by dimensional

parity [l, Chapter V, 3.2]. Thus G = SO(3) or Sp(l) effectively and k = 3,

dimz2 £(G, M)=n — 5 and dimz £(£o, M)=n — 4, since it is of the same

parity as n and is at most n — k — l=n — 4hy Lemma 2.1. We will sometimes

denote £(G, M) by £.

Lemma 4.1. E = 0 near x.

Proof. As in the proof of [l, Chapter XV, 6.1], we see that if there were

exceptional orbits arbitrarily near x, then there would be a p-Sylow subgroup

P EGZ for some zEE such that ord £jord 77, and, noticing that £C7V(£0) for

some To, such that dimZp £(£, M) =dimzp £(A(£0), £(£<>, M))+l^n-4

(since FiNiTo), £(£0, M)) is either the («-4)-cmz £(£>, M) or is an

(» — 5)-cmz), and furthermore if £C£> for some £o, then it may be assumed

that dimzp £(£, M) ^dirnz, F(Ta, M) + l=n-3.

Now, if £<££o, then NiP) is finite and it follows easily that dimzp £*

^dimzp£(£, M)}ïn — 4, and therefore dimZp £^dimZj) E* + 3^n — 1, con-

trary to a theorem of Montgomery and Yang [5, Theorem 4].

Similarly if PC To and £ ^center G, then dimZp £*^dimZp £(£, M)-l

^n — 4, which implies that dinizp£^w —4 + 3 which is impossible. On the

other hand if £ = center G (G = Sp(l)), then dimz,, £(£, A7) =n — 2 by dimen-

sional parity. Consider the action of G/P« SO (3) on the (» — 2)-cniz2 £(£, M).

Since £(£, M) is assumed to contain points in £, the maximum dimension

of the orbits of this action is three, but since dimz2 £(G, M)=n — 5 and

£(G/£, £(£, M)) = £(G, M) « (£(G, M))* this is seen to contradict Corollary

6.3.

Lemma 4.2. A^Po) aci5 trivially on £(£0, M).

Proof. Assume the contrary. Then A^(£o)/£o~Z2 acts effectively on

£(£0, M) and hence FiNiTo), M) is an (n-5)-cmz by the CDT (* = 0)

(or by [7, Corollary to Lemma 16]). Thus it coincides with £(G, M) near

some point yEFiG, M) arbitrarily near x. Near y there are exactly three orbit
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types: fixed points; G/Po « S2; and G/H. Note also that, near y, B*

«P(Po, M)/N(T0) is an (re-4)-cmz with boundary F(G, M) so that

Hl(B*, Z) = LF 0 lor alii and

» (Z,       i = re — 4,
//c(P.*-P,Z)=LF->   ' .

(0,        otherwise,

near y. We shall restrict the discussion in the rest of this proof to small

neighborhoods of y.

Note also that F(N(T0), M) separates P(Po, M) into two subsets, near

y, each of which is a cross-section for B — F-^B* — F. Thus B — F « (B* — F)

XS2.

Consider the Leray spectral sequence of the map B—>B*. We see that

-      iZ'
~LF \o,

p,q p = re — 4 and q = 2,

otherwise.

Thus
(Z,        i = « — 2,

r;(p,z)=Lf{o;
otherwise

(and, in fact, this would imply that B is an (re —2)-cm over Z).

The cohomology sequence of M mod B, then yields that

< (Z,        i = », » — 1,
HC(M-B,Z)=LF{   ' \

10,        otherwise,

and hence also H\(M — B, Z2) = iF0 for i<¡n — 2. Now consider the fibre map

G/H     (M - B)
M - B->-- •

G

Since HETo, it is cyclic and hence

10,        G = Sp(l), ord(H) odd,
H1(G/H,Zi)= H2(G/H,Zi)= \

\Z2,      otherwise,

and it follows that the structural group of M—B—!>(M—B)IG acts trivially

on H*(G/H, Z2). By Theorem 6.6, this implies that H\((M-B)/G, Z2) = Lv0
for iSn — 2. However (M — B)/G is an (« — 3)-cm over Z and hence over Z2,

so that H"~3((M—B)/G, Z2) = lvZ2. This contradiction finishes the proof of

the lemma.

Remark. Note that in deriving the local groups of B above, we have

essentially proved a special case of the converse of the CDT. (That is, if X

is an (n — k)-cmz with boundary Pand G/H is a cohomology ¿-sphere, then

FKJ((X-F)XG/H) is an «-cmz.) That the converse of the CDT is true

in general may be seen in exactly the same manner.
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It follows from Lemma 4.2 and the CDT that NiT0)/H~S\ If G = Sp(l),

then this implies that 77 contains the center of G, and hence that center (G)

acts trivially on M. Thus G—SO(3) effectively. Note that we now have that

near x there are exactly three types of orbits: fixed points; G/NiT0) ~P2;

and G/77.

Lemma 4.3. 77 «Z2®Z2.

Proof. Let Z26Z2«£CA(£0). We first show that a conjugate of K is

contained in 77. Note that £(£, G/A(£0)) consists of three points, so that if

£ is not conjugate to a subgroup of 77, thendimz2 £(£, M) =dimZ2(£(£, M))*

= diiriz2 B* = n — 4. Since the three subgroups of K isomorphic to Z2 are

conjugate in G, their fixed point sets have the same dimension, j, over Z2.

Borel's formula [l, Chapter XIII, 4.3] then reads

4 = n — (n — 4) = 3(j — (n — 4))

and this contradiction shows that KEH (up to conjugacy).

Thus 77 is dihedral of order 4a, a^l. Say that a>l, and note that in

that case £(//, G/H) = N(H)/H^Z2 consists of two points and, in fact, these

points are in £(//, N(T0)/H). Using the CDT we easily see from this that

£(77, M-F(G, M)) is an (n-3)-cm over Z. But £(77, M-F) EFiK,M-F)
which is a connected (» — 3)-cm over Z2. Since £(77, M—F) is closed in

£(£, M-F) this implies that £(77, M-£) = £(£, M-F) and this is incon-

sistent with the fact that £(£, G/A(£0)) consists of three points while

£(77, G/NiTo)) is one point. Thus a = l and 77 = K~Z2@Z2 as was to be

shown.

Let A" = £(77, M). Then X is an (« —3)-cm over Z2. We may assume, by

taking M smaller (about x), that M contains no exceptional orbits and hence

that the isotropy groups in M are conjugates of G, A(£0), and 77.

Put B'=BC\X. X-B' is then a principal 7^(77)///-bundle over iM-B)/G

«(A —£')/A(//), and A(77)///«(r3, the group of permutations of three ob-

jects. We wish to show that this bundle is trivial if M is sufficiently small. Let

7«Z3 be the subgroup of A(//)///«r/3 of order 3. We then have the bundle

maps

Z3       X-B'      Zi       X-B'      M - B
X - B'->->-«-

J N(H) G

Since X is an (« —3)-cmz2 it follows easily from [l, Chapter III, 2.3]

that X/J is also an (w-3)-cmz2. Since £((A(7/)//7)/7, X/J)=B'/J is

(w —4)-dimensional we have that the second bundle map above is trivial

(near x) by [7, Lemma 16]. (Note that it also follows that X/NiH) « M/G is

an (w-3)-cmz2 with boundary £'/A(77) =£/G.) Thus X-B' breaks into

two parts each of which is a /-bundle over (A7—B)/G.

Note that, since G/A(£0) «P2 we have that r*: //*(£*, Z3)->/7<(£, Z3) is
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an isomorphism (onto) and, since P*«P(Po, M) is an (» —4)-cmz, we have

that H\(B, Z3) =0 for ¿2:re-3. This implies that H?-\M-B, Z3) = ¿x 0. Thus
for the spectral sequence E,'1, with coefficients in Z3, of the fibering M — B

->(M-B)/G we have (see [l, Chapter XV, 6.2])

n-l, . n-4,3 „n-4,3 <*-i /M —  B \
0=£x//c   (M-73,Z3)«£M      «P2       «7/c    (-—, Z3J,

since H*(G/H, Z3)=H*(S3, Z3). Also note that

n-3 (M  —   B \ n-3,3 n-3,3 n,
7/c    (-i Z3J « P2       « £M      « HC(M - B, Zi) « Z3

so that (M — B)/G is orientable. Thus, by Theorem 6.5, we have that (near x)

X — B' splits into six parts each homeomorphic via x to (M — B)/G.

Lemma 4.4. H\(F, Z2) = LF 0 for iSn-6, and H\((B-F)/G, Z2) = LF0for

i<,n — 5.

Proof. It has been shown above that M/G is an (re — 3)-cm over Z2 with

boundary BIG and that there is a cross-section in F(H, M) for the action of

G on M-B. Thus Hic((M-B)/G, Z2) = Ly0 for tgre-4 and any y£P(G, Af).

Also M-B **(M-B)/GXG/H so that H¡(M-B, Z2) = Ly 0 for tgre-4.
Since X — B' is the union of six disjoint copies of (M — B)/G we have

H*e(X — B', Z2) = L¡/ 0 for j^re — 4. Since Xis an (re — 3)-cmz2 this implies that

Hl(B', Z2) = Lv0 lor iSn-5.
Note that if Po, Pi, and P2 are the three circle subgroups of G with

normalizers containing H, then, since F(Tit M) = F(N(Ti), M)CF(H, M)

= X, wehaveP(P0, M)\JF(Ti, M)VJF(T2, M) =B' and B'-F is the disjoint

union of the (P(P», Af) —P). Also7risa homeomorphism on each (F(T,, M) —F)

to (B-F)/G. It follows that tt*: Hic((B-F)/G, Zt)-^H\(B'-F) cannot be

surjective unless these groups are trivial and this also holds in the local sense.

Thus, by the diagram (coefficients in Z2)

h7\b/g) -> hT\f) -> Hl(^-^\ -» 7/c(P/G)

J. — 4, tt ^,7T

¿-1

7/c   (P) - 7/c(P' - P)-► //C(P')

and the fact, shown above, that H\(B', Zi) = lv0 for îare —5, it follows easily

that Hl((B-F)/G, Z2) = Lv0 for »£«-5.
Since P/G»P(Po, Af) is an (re —4)-cm over Z and hence over Z2, it also

follows that HilTl(F, Z2) = Ly 0 lor i<¡n — 5, that is, for i — 1 Sn — 6, as was to

be shown.

We will now complete the proof of Case II. Let yEF= F(G, M) be arbi-
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trary. Note that, since £(£o, G/A(£0)) is a point, we have that £(£o, B — F)

= FiNiTo), B — F) is a cross-section for the orbits in B — F so that

B - F
B- F ~-X P2.

G

Consider the Leray spectral sequence £?'" (coefficients in Z) of the map

73->*73/G. We have

£2'* = HliB/G, 3C?(G/G„, Z) = 0 for q 9* 0, 2,

since G/Gw is a point for wEF, and is a projective plane for wEB — F. Since

the sheaf 3C2iG/Gm, Z) is zero on £ and constant on (73 — F)/G with stalks

772(£2, Z)~Zi, we have: £î" = 0, q^O, 2; £J-°«ÄJ(5/G, Z) = Lv 0, for
p^n-4; and £^'2«77f((£-£)/G, Z2) = Ly0, for p^n-4. It follows that

HliB,Z) = Lv0, lorian-4, n-2. Thus also H^M-B, Z) = ¿„O.for i^n-4,

and since M-B~(M-B)/GXG/H, this implies that H\((M-B)/G, Z)
= Ly 0, for all ¿ijra—4.

Since (M — B)/G is an orientable (tí —3)-cm over Z and is connected

(even locally near y) because M — B is connected, and since M/G —F is an

in — 3)-cmz with boundary B/G — F by the CDT, it follows from Lemma 2.6

that M/G is an (« — 3)-cmz with boundary B/G, which completes the proof

of Case II.

We shall now show that £ is an (m — 5)-cm over Z2, since this will be

needed in the treatment of Case III.

By the fact that M-B ~iM-B)/GXG/H and that HJ(G/H, Z2)
«H2iG/H, Z2) « Z2 ©Z2, we have that HT\M-B, Z2) = LF Z2 ©Z2 and hence

that 7£;_3(73, Z2) = lfZ2©Z2. We again consider the Leray spectral sequence

of B—>B/G, but with coefficients in Z2. We have that £|,l!=LF0iorg>2 or for

p9£n — 4. It follows readily that

n-i/B —  F \ n-4,1 n-4,1 n-3. _
Hc    I , Zi) ~ £2       =lfEx      =lfHc   (B, Zi) = LF Z2 © Zi.

Now the cohomology sequence

hT\b/g, z2) -* hT\f, z2) -* hT* (—^— > z2\ -» hT\b/g, z2) -» o

is locally about £

0 -> //r6(£, Z2) -> Z2 © Z2 -» Z2 -» 0

and it can be seen easily that this implies that /7?_s(£, Z2) = lj?Z2 and our

contention follows from Lemma 4.4 (see [l, Chapter XV, 2.2]).
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5. Case III. rank (G)=rank (H)+2. It will suffice to treat the case in

which H is finite and G is connected. Hence rank (G) = 2. Note that by Lemma

2.1, dimz F(To, M)=n — k —2 so that F(G, M) and F(To, M) coincide in some

open set near x (but not necessarily containing x). It follows that

dimL(P(G, Af), x)=re — k — 2 over any coefficient ring L. We first prove a

lemma useful for the treatment of E.

Lemma 5.1. Let P be a p-group with dim N(P)>0; then either P is con-

jugate to a subgroup of H or F(P, M)C\E = 0 near x.

Proof. Assume that P is not conjugate to a subgroup of H but that

F(P, M)(~\E9é0 near x, that is, the component of the cmZ]1 F(P, M) con-

taining x also contains points of E. Let z be such a point. For convenience of

notation we shall assume that F(P, M) is connected. We may assume that if

z'EF(P, M)C\E is sufficiently close to z, then GZ~GZ.. Now F(P, G/Gi) is

easily seen to have the same dimension as N(P) (since Gz is a finite group),

and moreover, near z, the map F(P, M)/N(P)—*F(P, Af)* is finite to one and

hence cannot lower dimension. Thus

F(P, M)
dimZp g dim,, (F(P, M)*, z*) û dimZp (E*, z*) S n - k - 2,

since if it were 2:» — k — 1, then dimZ),E2:re — 1 contrary to [5, Theorem 4].

But F(G, Af) **F(G, M)/N(P) is contained in the singular set of the action of

7Y(P) on F(P, M) so that by Corollary 6.3, dimZ]) F(G, M)Sn-k-3 (even

near x), which contradicts the fact that dim¿(P(G, M), x) =n — k — 2.

The following lemma is the main tool of this section.

Lemma 5.2. G is not a simple group. Furthermore, there are exactly two

mutually nonconjugate circle groups Si and S2 contained in To such that, for

any circle group SETo, we have that dimz(P(S, Af), x)>dimz(P(P0, Af), x)

= re — k — 2 if and only if S is conjugate to one of the Si, i=l, 2.

Proof. Any rank two group is locally isomorphic to one of the following

groups: DiXDi; DiXAi; AiXAi; A2; B2; or G2 (where 7>i denotes the circle

group SO(2) and the other notation is standard). These have dimensions

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 14 respectively. The corresponding Weyl groups W(G) are

(e), 7>(2)«Z2, 7»(4) «Z2eZ2, D(6), D(8), and 7»(12), where D(m) denotes

the dihedral group of order m.

If SCPo is a circle group, then let re(5) be the number of conjugates of

5 which are contained in P0. As may be seen by consideration of the action of

W(G) on Po»-E2, the situation is as shown in Table 1.

Since in Lemma 2.1 we have equality for the first two inequalities, it

follows from the remark below 2.1 that for any 5 with dim(P(5, Af), x)

>« — k — 2 we have
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Table 1

n(S)

Number of nonconjugate

■SC To having this
value of n(S)

DiXDí (-)

AXii

singular

regular

AiXAi
singular

regular

singular

regular

B2

singular

regular

singular

regular

dimz iFiS, M), x) = n - k - 1 + dim
NiS)        In — k, S regular,

5 \n — k + 2, S singular.

[Also note that, by the proof of Lemma 2.1, we have that for such an SCPo,

dimz £(5, M)* = n-k-l.]

Let pi be the number of mutually nonconjugate 5C£o such that

dimz(£(5, 717), x)>n — k — 2, for S singular and 77.(5) =i. Similarly, let qi he

the analogous number for 5 regular. Then the formula of Borel [l, Chapter

XIII, 4.3] implies that

k + 2 = n-in-k-2) = 22 (4*í<) + E (2»?<).

With the restrictions imposed by Table 1 this formula is as in Table 2

(in which any pi or g¿ is zero if it does not appear explicitly).

We see immediately that the formula cannot be solved in the last three

cases, so that G is not simple, and in the first three cases we must have 22pi

+ 23ç, = 2 which is exactly the remainder of the statement of Lemma 5.2.
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Table 2

[July

Formula of Borel

DiXD, 4 = 2Sl.

DiXA, 6=ipl+2qi+2-2g2; pi = 0, 1; g.i = 0, 1.

AiXAi 8 =4£i 4-2 -222:^ = 0, 1,2.

10=4-3p3-r2-323+2-6g6;Í3=0, l;g3 = 0, 1.

12=4-2/>2-f-2-4g<;/>2 = 0, 1, 2.

G2 16 = 4-3p34-2-6g«;^3 = 0, 1, 2.

Remark. Note that in case G is locally isomorphic to 7>iX^4i, we must

have qi= 1, which means that one of the 5,- is contained in the 3-dimensional

factor Ai.

Now consider the action of N(Si) on F(Si, M) (near x). As can be seen

from the proof of Lemma 2.1, dimz F(Si, M)/N(Si) =n — k — l and hence the

action of N(Si) on F(S,, M) satisfies the hypotheses of the CDT. Hence

N(Si) has exactly two types of orbits near x on F(Sit M), principal orbits and

fixed points and the fixed point set F(N(Si), M) must be an (re — k — 2)-cmz.

Since P(Po, M)EF(N(Si), M) is an (n-k-2)-cmz we have that F(T0, M)

= F(N(Si), Af), near x, and its complement in F(S,, M) is the set of principal

orbits of N(SÍ) on F(Sit Af). It follows that F(Sit M)-F(T0, Af) consists of
points with isotropy groups (in G) of rank one (and hence with Si as a maxi-

mal torus). Also by the CDT we must have that the principal orbits of N(Si)

on F(Si, M) are cohomology spheres (of odd dimension). Thus if XíEF(Sí, M)

-F(To, M) and K{ = GXi then

N(Si)
-is an integral cohomology sphere.
N(Si)(^Ki ë *y   F

Now choose x¿£P(5¿, M) — F(T0, M) in such a way that the K, are locally

minimal isotropy groups for points in P(5<, Af) (that is, if x¡ EF(Si, M) is

sufficiently close to x, then Gz;~GXi = ii ¿). Some conjugate of H, say Hi, is a

principal isotropy group of the action of Ki on a slice at x<. Note that this

action of Ki on a slice at Xi satisfies the hypotheses of the CDT so that

Ki
— is an integral cohomology sphere.
Hi

Using these facts we shall attempt to classify the groups (G, Ku K2, 77).

We will obtain, as the only possibilities, the cases in Table 3. (I denotes an

icosahedral subgroup of SO(3) and 7' denotes an icosahedral subgroup of

Sp(l).)
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Table 3

Case

SO(2)XSO(2) SO(2)X(e)

K2

(e)XSO(2)

H

(e)

SO(3)XSO(2) SO(3)X(e) 7XSO(2) 7XW

SO(3)XSO(2) SJI (StESOtf))
(K, not abelian)

52 (regular)

(tf2nSO(3) = (e)) (H(~\SO(3) = (e))

Sp(l)XSO(2) Sp(l)X(«) (e)XSO(2) («)

Sp(l)XSO(2) Sp(l)7i
Si (regular)

(/c2nsp(i)=(e))
cyclic

(flnSp(l)-(e))

SO(3)XSO(3) SO(3)X7 7XSO(3) 7X7

SO(3)XSp(l) SO(3)X(e) 7XSp(l) 7X(e)

Sp(l)XSp(l) Sp(l)X(e) WXSp(l) w

Sp(l)XSp(l) Sp(l)X(e) Sp(l) (diagonal) («)

10
Sp(l)xSp(l) Sp(l)X7'

SO(3) (diagonal) 7(C&)

11
SpU)XSp(l)

5i/f»0(2) Si7T»0(2)

Z2+Z2

(77CSO(3), the
"diagonal")

In all cases in the table except (5) the action is assumed to be effective,

while in case (5), for convenience, we assume only that G is almost effective,

so that the effective group is G/(7/ncenter G). In cases (10) and (11) the

group G is Sp(l)XSp(l) divided by the "diagonal" central element, that is

G«SO(4).
Remark. Examples can be given for all the cases (1) through (10). For

cases (1), (3), (4), (5), (8) and (9) linear examples can be constructed and this

can be seen to be impossible in the other cases. We strongly suspect that case

(11) cannot arise, but we know of no way to see this. The exact situation in

cases (3) and (5) is also in doubt.

For the proof of the "classification" we shall assume, unless otherwise

specified, that G = GiXG2, G¿«SO(2), or Sp(l) and that G is only almost

effective, so that the effective group is obtained by dividing out by

77 H center (G).
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Note that Sp(l)//'«SO(3)/7 is an integral cohomology 3-sphere. If G,«SO(2)

then we can (and shall) assume, without loss of generality, that HC\Gi = (e).

In case G¿ = SO(2), i=l, 2, H may be assumed to be trivial, since it is

central. Thus Kí/Hí = Kí, to be a cohomology sphere, must be Sf. It remains

to show that Sii\S2=(e). If not then let PQSiCsSi, P~ZP lor some prime p.

Then F(P, M) is a cmZj) properly containing the (re — 2)-cmz F(Si, Af). Thus

dimZp F(P, M) =n — l, which is impossible since P preserves orientation (see

[1, Chapter V, 2.3]).
Now in the other cases, if SíEGí, i=l, 2, then every conjugate of Si com-

mutes with every conjugate of S2. From this we see easily that it may be as-

sumed in this case that Hi = H = H2. We also see that this can be assumed if

either Ki contains one of the G¿, since such a Ki must intersect every maximal

torus of G. (That is, if XOd say, then we could replace Ki by any conjugate

gKig"1 and still have gKig~li\T0^)Si. Thus g could be chosen so that i/2 is a

principal isotropy group of the action of g^ig_1 = gGXlg_1 = G(,(I1) on a slice at

g(xi).)

Say that G = GiXG2, Gi«Sp(l) and G2»SO(2). First assume that SiEGi,
SiEGi. Then, since G/K2 = N(Si)/(N(S2)i\K2) is a cohomology sphere, we

see that K2 = S2 or K2 = I'XS2. Thus H=(e) or H=I'X(e) respectively. If

77= (e) then, since Ki/H is a cohomology sphere, we have Ki = Si or Ki = Gi.

But, if Ki = Si, then N(Si)/(N(Si)r\Ki) is not connected. Thus Kx = Gi and

this yields case (4). If H=I'X(e), then clearly 2Ci = Gi in order for Ki/H to

be a cohomology sphere. This yields case (2).

Now say that SiCGi, S2 is regular, and dimi£i=l. First assume that

Gi «SO(3) effectively so that we may assume that G «SO(3) XSO(2) is effec-

tive. We have that N(S2) = T0 and, since K°2 = S2, we have H2EKiEN(S2)

= Po. Also N(Si)=Nai(Si)XGi = N(To) and, since

N(Si) N(Si)

N(Si) C\Ki~    Ki

must be a circle, we have that Ki contains an element of the form g = gig2,

where giENû^Si) — Si and g2EG2. Since Ki/Hi is also a circle, 77i must con-

tain an element of the coset gSi and this element may be assumed to be g.

Then, since /7i contains the central element g2 = gigl = g2> and since G is ef-

fective, we have g\= (e). We now claim that K2C\Gi= (e). If not there is a p-

group P EKiC\Si, for some prime p, and hence for which F(P, M) contains

the (re —4)-cm F(Si, M) properly. Then we see that P must be conjugate

to a subgroup of H, since if not we would have

dimz„ F(P, M) = dimz,, [F(SU M)]* + dim F(P, G/Ki) = (re-5) + l = re-4

and F(P, M) could not contain the (re —4)-cm P(Si, Af) properly. But if P

is conjugate to a subgroup of 7/ (and hence i/i) we must have P =Z2 (by the

facts that g E Hi and 77i ~ H2 C Po) and hence by dimensional parity
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diniz2 £(P, M) =77 — 2. Consider the subgroup 7 ~Z2ffiZ2 of Gi«SO(3). Since

H2ETo we see that J is not conjugate to a subgroup of 77 and by Lemma 5.1

we have that £(7, M) EB. But all the subgroups of order two of J are con-

jugate in G to £ so that Borel's formula reads

» - dimz2 £(/, M) = 3(dimz2 F(J, M) - in - 2))

and hence dimz¡! £(7, M)=n-3. But the map £(7, M)/N(J)-+F(J, M)*

EB* is clearly a homeomorphism, and, since dim B* = n — 5 and dim A(7)

= 1, this is a contradiction. Thus K2H\Gi= (e) as claimed. It follows that, in

fact, HiESi, SiC\S2=ie), and gi^ie). It now follows immediately that

Ei= {e, g} «Z2, Ki = SiHi, and £2 = 52. This yields case (3).

In order to treat the case in which Gi«Sp(l) effectively we must first

investigate case (3) more fully. We see immediately from Lemma 5.1 that

there are no exceptional orbits. Moreover, by Corollary 2.4 all isotropy groups

of points in £(52, M) — £(£o, M) are conjugate to £2. Thus if 7«Z2©Z2 is a

subgroup of Gi we see that £(/, Af) C£i = G£(Si, M). By Borel's formula

77 —dimz, £(7, M) must be divisible by 3 and hence

dimz2 F(I, M) = n — 3 or tí — 6.

But just as above, it cannot be tí —3 and it follows that £(7, M) is precisely

the (w-6)-cmz £(A(£0), M). (Note that it also follows from this that there

are no points in M with a 3-dimensional isotropy group.)

Now consider the case in which Gi«Sp(l) effectively, G2«SO(2), SiCGi,

Si regular, and dim£i = l. Consider the element e^gGcenter Gi. Then

Eig, M)Z)GFiSi, M)=Bi is of dimension n — 2 (since Gi is effective). Thus

M He, g) is an »-cm on which G/(e, g) acts, which is case (3). Also note that

G/(e,g) acts on the (» — 2)-cmZ) £(g, A7). As shown above dimz2 £(7, M/(e,g))

= 77 — 6, and also we have shown that

£(/, M He, g)) EBi = GFiSi, M He, g)) C ^lMI « Fig, M)
(e,g)

and hence £(/, M/(e, g))ss£(7, £(g, M)) is an (n — 6)-cmz2. But since

Gi/(e, g) acts on £(g, M), Borel's formula implies that (n — 2)

— dimz2 £(7, £(g, M)) is divisible by 3. This contradiction eliminates this

case.

The next case to be considered is that for which Gi«Sp(l), G2«SO(2),

•SiCGi, S2 regular and dim£i = 3. Here K\ = Gi and thus by the remarks

above we may assume Hi = H=H2. We have that Ki = GiXJi for some sub-

group JiEGi. Since £i/77 is an integral cohomology sphere we must have

that Gi(~\H=ie) or /'. However /7CAr(52) = £0 so that we must have

GiC\H= ie). We now claim that Gif\£2= (e). Note that since K2ENiS2) = T0

we have GiC\K2 = Sii\Ki. Let £ be some p-group in SiC\Ki. Then £(£, M)

contains then (tí —4)-cm £(Si, M) properly. However P is not conjugate
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to a subgroup of H and it follows that

dimZp F(P, M) = n - 5 + dim F(P, G/Kx) = n - 4,

and hence £(P, M) cannot contain £(Si, M) properly. This is a contradiction

which shows that GiH£2=(e) as claimed. It follows that K2 = S2 and hence

that HES2. This yields case (5).

We now consider the cases in which G,R>Sp(l), i= 1, 2, G = GiXG2 is al-

most effective. We first take up the case in which SiCGi and dim£i=l.

We claim that this situation cannot arise. To see this consider the nontrivial

element gGcenter Gi. Since gESi we see that £(g, Jl7)DG£(5i, A7) which is

of dimension n — 2. Hence dim £(g, M)=n — 2 or n and this implies that

M He, g) is an n-cmz on which G/(e, g) acts. Thus we may assume for the

present consideration that G = GiXG2 is almost effective and Gi«SO(3),

G2 ~ Sp (1). Let K « Z2 © Z2 be a subgroup of Gi and consider a point y G £(£, M)

such that Gy is locally minimal in this set. Now Borel's formula applied to the

action of K implies that n — dimz2 £(£, M) is divisible by 3. First say that

Gy is of rank 2. Then we may assume that yG£(£o, M) = £(7V(£0), 717) and

hence £(£, M) = £(£o, 717) (for otherwise Gv would not be locally minimal) is

of dimension n — k — 2 = n — 8. But 8 = « —(« — 8) is not divisible by 3 so that

we must have rank (G„)^l. If rank(GB) = 1 then it may be assumed that

SiEGy for some ¿= 1, 2. The CDT applied to the action of A7(5,-) on £(5¿, M)

implies that NiSi)i\Gy is conjugate in A(5») to A(5¿)r>\£¿. Since £ is con-

jugate to a subgroup of A(5¿) this implies that in fact K is conjugate to a

subgroup of K, (so that in fact we may assume G„ = £;). Say that £C£i-

Then we can compute

dimz2 F(K, M) = n - k - 1 + dim F(K, G/Ki) = n- 4

contrary to the above. Thus KEKi, which is only possible when 52CG2

(otherwise K(XNiK°)). We again compute

dimz2 FiK, M) = n - k - 1 + dim £(£, G/Ki) = n - 7 or n - 5,

according as dim K2 = 3 or 1, which again is a contradiction. Thus we must

have Gy finite and by Lemma 5.1 we see that K must be conjugate to a sub-

group of 77. This implies that 52CG2 (since £ can be assumed to be in £2 and

if S2 is regular then A(£A(A2)). Thus by a remark above we may assume

Hi = H=Hi. However A(52)/(A(52)n£2) must be a cohomology sphere and,

since KEK2, this can be so only if K2C\Gi^I. However 77C£iCA(5i)

= NaXSi)XG2 and hence £2/77 could not possibly be connected, contrary

to its being a cohomology sphere. This finishes the proof of our contention that

if Si CGi then dim Ki = 3.
Thus in the present case in which SiEGi we have K\ = Gi, and by a re-

mark above we may assume that Hi = H = H2. Ki/H is a cohomology sphere

and it follows that since £1/'H'«£?/'(HC\KX), we have HC\Gi={e) or £. As-
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sume for the moment that H(~\Gi = I'. Then S2 must be in G2 in order that

HEN(K%). Thus by symmetry we have K°2 = G2 and HC\Gi=(e) or 1'. If

HC\G2=(e) then we must have H=I'X(e)EGi which yields case (7). If

H(~\Gi = r, then 77=7'X/' which yields case (6). Now assume that HC\Gi

=-(e). Note that Ki = GiX(Kir\G2) and hence

N(Si) G2

N(Si) H Ki ~ Ki r\ Gi

Since this a cohomology sphere we must have KiC\Gi= (e) or /'. If Ki(~\Gi

= (e) then HEKi = Gi implies H=(e). If S2EG2 then by symmetry we see

that K2~2)G2 and hence K2 = G2 yielding case (8). If S2 is regular then dim K2

= 3 in order for N(S2)/(N(S2)C\K2) to be a cohomology sphere (since K2 is

connected, by 77= (e)). This yields case (9). If, on the other hand, KiC\G2 = I'

then we must have H— I', either in the "diagonal" or in G2. If HEG2 then

we must have K2 = G2 and this yields case (7). If H is in the "diagonal" then

since K2/H is a cohomology sphere, we must have dim K2 = 3 and, in fact,

either K2^Sp(l) is diagonal (yielding case (10)) or if2 = PXSp(l). We must

rule out this latter case. Let c be a central element of G not contained in

fir«/'. Then we see that cEKii\K2 so that F(c, M)DGF(SU Af)UGP(52, Af)
= B. But also Lemma 5.1 implies that POP(c, M) since cEH. Hence F(c, M)

= B. Note that dim B = n — 74-3 = re — 4 and B is separated by GF(T0, Af).

But since it may be assumed that P(Po, Af) = F(G, Af), we see that F(c, M)

is an (re —4)-cmZ2 which is separated by the (re —8)-cmz P(Po, Af). This is

impossible, and hence this finishes the case SiCGi.

The only remaining cases are those for which G = GiXG2, G¿«Sp(l) and

both Si are regular. First suppose that G is effective, so that HC\center(G)

= (e). Then N(Si) = T0\J sTo where 5 = 5i52, and 5¿ is an element of

(NGi(ToC\Gi) — To). At most one Ki can be 3-dimensional, so say that dim Ki

= 1. Then the fact that N(Si)/(N(Si)f^Ki) is a circle implies that we may

assume Kx = N(Si)í~\Ki = (T0í~}Ki)\Js(T0i~^Ki), since s is determined only up

to an element of Po. Thus Ki contains the group SiUsSi (which is isomorphic

to the nornalizer of a circle subgroup of Sp(l)). Thus, since Ki/Hi is a circle,

we must have that 7/i contains some element 5Í, tESi. But then Hi contains

(5í)2 = 5í 5í = s2í~1í = 52 = 5252. which is a nontrivial central element of G and

consequently G would not be effective.

Now suppose that effectively G = GiXG2 and one of the G¿, say Gi, is

SO(3). Let K~Zi®Zi be contained in A^Gl(P0nGi) CGi«SO(3). Then, since

K cannot normalize any connected rank one group which is not contained in

one of the G», we see that K is not conjugate to a subgroup of either K{. We

may confine our attention to the neighborhood of a point y near which

P(Po, Af) = F(G, Af). By Lemma 5.1 we see that F(K, M) QB. Let zEF(K. M),
so that KEGz, dim Gz>0. By Lemma 5.2 we may assume that a conjugate

g5tg_1 of one of the 5¿ is contained in Gt. But then Gz = [KGZ]Z) [KgSig-1]
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must be of rank two, and since £(£o, M) = £(G, M) near y, we must have that

zEFiG, M). Hence £(£, M)=F(G, M) is an («-8)-cmz2 near y. But by

Borel's formula [l, Chapter XIII, 4.3] and the fact that the proper sub-

subgroups of K are pairwise conjugate in G, we see that 8 = m—(« —8) must

be divisible by 3 which is a contradiction.

This completes the proof of our partial classification except for the case in

which

Sp(l) X Sp(l)
G ~- (Z2 diagonal)

Z2

effectively and both St are regular, which will take up most of the remainder

of this section. We will now restrict our attention, for the time being, to this

case, which we shall call case (11) although it will be some time before it is

narrowed down to the situation denoted by case (11) in Table 3. G will be

assumed to be effective.

Lemma 5.3. In case (11), £(G, A7) = £(£0, M) = £(c, M) near (x), where c

is the nontrivial central element of G.

Proof. Since c must preserve orientation on M and since G is effective,

r = dimz2 £(c, M) =n — 2,n — 4,n — 6,orn — 8. To determine r we may restrict

our attention to the neighborhood of a point y near which £(G, M) = £(£o, A7).

If r = n — 2 then G/c«SO(3) XSO(3) acts on the n-cmz M/c which was

shown above to be impossible since the Si are regular. If r = n — 4, consider

the action of G/c on £(c, M). By Corollary 6.3 we have that the maximum

dimension of an orbit is at most three. But the principal isotropy group could

not be of maximal rank, since £(£o, 717) = £(G, M) near y. Moreover the

principal isotropy group must contain a conjugate of one of the .S¿ and hence it

must be a "diagonal" SO(3) in G/c«SO(3) XSO(3), since this is the only such

group. Moreover G/c has only two types of orbits on £(c, M), fixed points

and those with isotropy SO(3) in the diagonal, since there are no proper sub-

groups between the diagonal SO (3) and G/c « SO (3) X SO (3). This implies

that the subgroup Z2@Z2 of one factor of G/c must act freely outside £(G, A7)

in £(c, M) contrary to Borel's formula. If r = n — 6 then Corollary 6.3 implies

that the maximum dimension of any orbit of G/c on £(c, M) is one. Thus, in

fact, £(c, il7) = £(G, M) in this case, a contradiction. But we see in the same

way that in the only remaining case r = n — 8 we must have £(c, M) = £(G, M)

(even near x). Since cGPoCG the conclusion follows.

Lemma 5.4. In case (11), E = 0 near x.

Proof. Let z E E and let £ be a £-Sylow subgroup of Gz such that

ord(P)|ord(77). By [l, Chapter VII] there are at most a finite number of

nonconjugate P possible, and, since £(P, M) is a cmz,, it is clear that we

may assume dimzp £(£, M)>dim£(£0, A7)=tí — 8. We may also assume
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that z is in the component of F(P, M) containing x and that if z'EF(P, Af)

is close to z then GZ"^GZ. By Lemma 5.1, N(P) is finite, and it follows that,

since F(P, G/GZ)=N(P)GZ/GZ, and is of dimension zero, dimZp F(P, Af)*

= dimZp F(P, M)/N(P)=dimZpF(P, M)^n-7 and hence dimZpE2:re-7

+dim G/Gz = re — 1, contrary to Theorem 4 of [5]. Thus E = 0 near x as

claimed.

Let G = GiGi, G¿«Sp(l), be effective, let q, be the nontrivial element in

center G< and put q = qiq2. Then G~(GiXG2)/(e, q). Let Ti = Gi(~\To and let

SíE(Ngí(TÍ) — TÍ). Put 5 = 5i52. Then s2 = s\s\ = qiq2 = q = e in G. Clearly N(Si)

= P0W5P0. At least one of the Ki, say Ki, is of dimension one, and therefore

HiEKiEN(Si) = TqUsTo. Now if dim K2 = 3 then we see that, in order for

K2/H2 to be a cohomology sphere, H2 must contain an icosahedral group.

Since /7i~i/2 does not contain such a group we see that both K i are of dimen-

sion one. Since N(Si)/(N(Si)f\Ki) is a circle we must have

Ki = N(Si) C\Ki = Ji\J stiJi

where J, = KiC\To and í¿ is some element of Po defined up to an element of

Ji. Since 5 is defined only up to an element of P0 we see easily that 5 can be so

chosen that

Ki = Ji \J sJi.

Moreover, since Ki/Hi » S1, we have i/¿ = 77/ W5J¿/7/, where 77/ = Hi(~\ To

EJ%, Ti/H'i «51 and jiEIi- Now all the elements st, tET0 are conjugate in

G. Hence considering the group 7C«Z2©Z2CSO(3) CG (diagonally), we

have that each e^hEK is conjugate to sj,EHi. Thus for ej^hEK we have

dimZ2 F(h, M) = « - 6 4- dim F(sj{, G/Hi) = n - 6 4- dim N(sji) = » - 4.

Thus by Borel's formula, if r = dimZ2 F(K, Af), we have

re — r = 3((re — 4) — r) = 3» — 3r — 12

and hence r = re — 6. Now, since N(K) is finite, it follows easily that F(K, G/Gz)

is finite for any z. Thus it follows that dimz2(F(K, Af))* = dimZa F(K, M)

= « — 6 = dim Af/G and hence F(K, M) must touch principal orbits. There-

fore we may assume that K EH.

It is easy to see from the structure of H known so far that, since Hi~H2

in G, i/i~f/2 in N(To). The verification of this will be left to the reader. Since

the only requirements on the S, are that they lie in P0 we may, therefore,

assume that Hi = H = H2.

Lemma 5.5. 7re case (11), if zEF(Sit M)-F(T0, Af), then either G*~S0(3)
(the "diagonal" of G) or Gz~Ki.

Proof. Let i=l. Gz is of rank one and it is easy to see that if dim Gz = 3

then, since Si is regular, Gz must be "diagonal" and it is also clear that such
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groups must be isomorphic to SO(3) since they cannot contain center (G) by

Lemma 5.3. Assume dim G2 = 1, so that G°z = Si and G2CA(5i). By the CDT

applied to the action of 7V(Si) on £(Si, M) we see that

G2 = N(Si) HG,~ 7V(Si) r\Ki = Ki

as was to be shown.

Let C be the set of points z for which dim Gz = 3. Let zEC and let U be a

slice at z, dim U = n — 3. If dimz £(G2, U)=n — 7, then by the CDT we would

have that Gz is locally constant near z on B and this has been shown to be

impossible for dim Gz = 3 in the present case (that is G2 could not be a £,).

Thus dimz £(G2, £);£« —8 and also we must have dimz C^n — 5. Note that

if GZ~~)K for some zEC then, since there are only a finite number of subgroups

of G isomorphic to SO(3) and containing K, we see that, near z, £(£, M)C\C

is contained in a slice at z. Hence dimz(£(£, M)C\C) ^w —8.

It is easily seen that £(77, £¿/77) consists of two points and it follows

from the CDT that near x (with £ = £(G, M) = £(£0, M) near x),

£(77, M-F-C) is an (w-6)-cmz. Also £(£, M) is an (tí-6)-cm over Z2

and it follows that £(£, A7)-£-C =£(//, M)-F-C since the former is

connected. Thus, in particular, £(£, G/77) = £(77, G/77).

Say that £'~£ in G and £'C/7 Let £, £' be 2-Sylow subgroups of H,

PDK, P'DK'. Then there is an element h EH such that hPh~1 = P'. How-

ever, since center (G) (\_H we see that K is precisely the maximal abelian

subgroup of P with elements all of order two. It follows that hKhr1 = K', that

is, K~K' in H. Thus we can compute

NiK)H N(H)
FiK,G/H) =-—-    and    F(H, G/H) = -^— •

7/ H

But N(K)HDN(H) so that N(K)H=N(H) and hence N(K)CN(H). But
there is an element aENiK) such that £o/^a£0a_1 = center (G). Noting that

any element of H of order greater than two must be in £o, it follows that H

contains only elements of order two, and since center (G) (£// it follows from

the next lemma that

H = K « Z2 © Zi.

Lemma 5.6. 27ze only subgroup of G containing K, not containing center (G)

and all of whose elements have order two is K itself.

Proof. Let £' satisfy the hypotheses. Since center G (££' the map

/: G—»G/center G«£iX£2 = £ (which defines the £'s), £¿~SO(3) is an iso-

morphism on £'. We also know that KT\Gi=ie) and it follows easily that

that fiK')C\Li= (e) also. Thus the map/': £—>£i is also an isomorphism on

/(£') and it follows from known facts about SO (3) that £' is either =Z2 or

«Z2ffiZ2. Since K'Z)K^Zi®Z2 we must have £'=£ as claimed.
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Remark. It can be shown that if the hypothesis K'Z)K is removed from

Lemma 5.6 then the group K' is conjugate to a subgroup of K.

Note that we now have that case (11) is as shown in Table 3, since the

fact that Ki = SiH follows from the fact that K{/H~Sl. The fact that

Ki~ 0(2) follows from the fact that 5,n//= T0r\H. (If Sfn//V P0n/7 then

Kii~\To contains Z2©Z2CPo which contains c contrary to Lemma 5.3.)

Lemma 5.7. In case (11), the natural map F(H, M)/N(H)-*M/G is a

homeomorphism near x.

Proof. This is equivalent to F(H, G/Gi)=N(H)Gz/Gz for any GOH, and

this would follow if we knew that whenever H'~H in G, //' EGZ then H'~H

in Gz. To see this we may assume that rank (Gi) = 1, for otherwise GZ = H or

G. In this case we know that either Gj~tví«0(2), or G*=S0(3) by Lemma

5.5. But in these cases the result is clear since all groups isomorphic to

Z2@Z2 are conjugate in these subgroups of G.

We shall now show that there is a cross-section in F(H, M) for the fibre

bundle

G/H      M - B
M - P.—^-►-

G

Note that N(H)/H^Z2®a3. Let JEN(H)/H, J~ZZ, and K=(N(H)/H)/J
~Z2®Z2 (not to be confused with our previous use of the letter K). Consider

the orbit maps

/     F(H, M)     K     F(H, M)
F(H, M)-->———-► r-^-1—- « M/G.

J N(H)

We know, by [l, Chapter III, 2.3], that F(H, M)/Jis an (re-6)-cmZr Also,

since K acts effectively on F(H, G/H)I'J and hence on F(H, M)/J, we must

have, by Borel's formula, that dimZi(F(K, F(H, M)/J))=n-S and that

there is an element gEK with a fixed point set of dimension re —7. Lemma

2.5 applied to the action of K/g on (F(H, M)/J)/g yields that Af/G is an

(re —6)-cmz¡¡ with boundary consisting of the exceptional orbits of the above

action of K.

Note that if GZZ)H is an isotropy group of a singular orbit of G on Af,

then ((Gzr\N(H))/H)/J is not trivial so that we see that the boundary of

M/G~F(H, M)/N(H) is precisely B*. In particular, B* = B/G is an

(re —7)-cm over Z2.

Lemma 2.5 also implies that F(H, M — B)/J is the union of four disjoint

copies of F(H, M-B)/N(H)~(M-B)/G. Since (M-B)/G is an (re-6)-cm

over Z we have only to show (by 6.5) that it is orientable over Z3 and

that//r7((Af-P)/G,Z3) = LxO, in order to conclude that the map F(H, M-B)

-^(Af — B)/G has a cross-section near x.
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Let £= F (G, M) and B = F\JCVJDi\JD2, where 7>¿ consists of points with

isotropy groups conjugate to £¿. We know dim FKJC^n — 5 and G/Ki is

easily seen to be nonorientable (since conjugation by an element of £¿ — 5¿

reverses the orientation of G/SÎ). Thus for the spectral sequence with coeffi-

cients in Z3 of the fibering T>¿—>D* we have

£T7'6 « jCW, 77B(G/£i, Z3)) = 0

since the coefficients are trivial. Thus 77^~2(/7l, Z3) =£^~7's = 0, and conse-

quently Hnc-\B, Z3)=0. This implies that H?-\M-B, Z3) = ¿, 0. But for

the spectral sequence (coefficients in Z3) of Af —73—>(M—B)/G we have (by

[l, Chapter XV, Lemma 6.2])

n-l, . n-7,6 n-7,6 n-1 / M  —   B \
0=LxHc   (M - B, Z3) « £.       ~ Hi       « //„    (-— , Z3J

since 776(G//7, Z3) «/7i(G///, Z3) =0. Moreover,

n—6,6 n—6,6 to,

« £2       « Ex      « ff.(Jf - £, Z3) = Z3

so that iM — B)/G is orientable as was to be shown.

We will now investigate the structure of C in order to show eventually

that C=0. Let zEC and assume, as we may, that £iCG2. We will first

show that dimi,(C, z) =n — 5 for any £. Let U he a slice at z, dim U=n — 3.

Then, since dim (Si, G2/£i) =0 we have that dimz £(Si, U)=n — 7. Note that

it will suffice to show dimz2 £(G2, U) =n — 8.

There are exactly three types of orbits of G2 on U, namely fixed points,

principal orbits (isotropy group //«Z2ffiZ2), and projective planes (isotropy

group Noz(Si)). We will use the notation G' = GZ, B' = B(~\U, £' = £(G', U)

= CnU. Note that £(Si, U) = FiNa.(Si), U) so that B'/G'*>F(Si, U) is an
(tí —7)-cm over Z and also the set B' — F' of points on projective plane orbits

has a cross-section £(Si, B' — F'). As seen above there is also a cross-section

in £(//, M — B) for the principal orbits of G and it follows that there is a

cross-section in £(//, U—B') for the principal orbits of G' on U so that

77 - B' B' - £'
£ - £' «-■ X G'///;       £'-£'«-— X G,/Na.(Si).

G G

Now say that dimz2(£') <w —8 near z. Then £' cannot separate the

(7i-7)-cmz273'/G' locally. Thus W^1 ÜB'- F')/G', Z2) = ¿2Z2. Considering

the Leray spectral sequence of the map B'—*B'/G' we see that E^1*

« Hn-\B'/G', X2iG'/Gy-, Zi)) = Hr7iiB' - F')/G', 772(P2, Z,))
= Hnc-7HB'-F')/G', Zi) = LzZi. Thus £C-5(£', Z2) = i2Z2 which implies that

Z2=L2//T4(£-£', Zi) = LzHnc-\iU-B')/G', Z2)®H\iG'/H, Z2)   « Z2 ©Z2

<^-
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and this contradiction implies that we must have had dimZ|!(P', z) = n — 8 as

claimed.

It now follows from Case II applied to the action of G' on U that

F' = F(GZ, U) is an (re — 8)-cmZr Since C is locally a product of F(GZ, U) by

a 3-cell, we have that Cis an (re —5)-cm over Z2. Also C/G is an (re —8)-cm

over Zi.

Consider H?~7((B — F—C)/G, Zi), whose rank is the number of com-

ponents of the (w-7)-cm(P-P-C)/G. We have 7/T7((73-F-Q/G, Z2)

~HT2(B-X-C, Z2)~H?-2(B, Z2) = LxHnc~\M-B, Z2) = LxH\G/H, Z2)

«/7i(G//7, Zi)~Zi®Zi, since M-B~(M-B)/GXG/H and M/G is an
(re —6)-cmz¡l with boundary B/G.

Moreover we know that HÏ~a((B - F)/G, Z2) = Lx0 and 77T7((P - F)/G, Z2)

= LxZ2®Z2, since

B-F ^       F(Si, M) - F(To, M)

N(Si)

Thus there are neighborhoods Fi C V2 E F3 of x such that, with B, = BC\ F,-,

d=CC\Vi, we have that in the diagram (coefficients in Z2)

„_8 (Bi-F\  ji       n-% (Cl\   di       n-1 (Bi  -   F  -   C\   il       n-1 / Bi   -   F\

F< \-^-ra- Ken11- {—G—r* {~irr0
ihl ifi igi i h

n_8 (B2-F\ j2     _8 (d\ di        7 (Bi - F - C\ h    n-7 (B2-F\

ih2 if2 [gi i hi

-_8 / P3  -  F\  j3        n-S /C3\  d3       n-1 /Bt-F  -   C\   H        n-7 / B»  -   F\ „

h{ =0 = h2, Imgi«Z2©Z2 and is mapped isomorphically by g2 onto Im g2,

and similarly with hi and h2.

Thus Z2©Z2« Im Âi=Im Ar¿i=Im i2gi and, since Im gi«!Z2©Z2, i2 must

map Im gi isomorphically. Hence if o¿EH?~8(Ci/G) we have that iigidi(ct)

= i2d2fi(a)=0 implies that 0 = gidi(a) = d2f(a). Thus fi(a) = j2(ß) for some ß

and fifi(a) =fiji(ß) =j3h2' (ß) =0 since hi =0. Thus 7/T8(C/G, Z2) = Lx0, and,
since C/G is an (re —8)-cm over Z2, it follows that C= 0 near x as was to be

shown.

We shall now finish the proof of Case III. Using Lemma 5.1 we see that

E = 0 near x in cases (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (8), and (9). This has also been

seen in case (11). This also follows in case (6) since there are no groups con-

tained properly between / and SO(3), and using this fact together with

Lemma 5.1 we see that this is true in case (7). In case (10) we see that any
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subgroup properly containing H must intersect a factor Gi of G and using

Lemma 5.1 we see that E = 0 near x in this case also, so that this is true in

general.

In case (11) we have seen that the principal orbits have a cross-section

in F(H, M). In the other cases, except for (3) and (10) we see that A(7/)///

is connected and hence acts trivially on H*(G/H). In case (10), A7(//)/i7«Z2

and is represented by the central element of G, so that, as may easily be seen,

its action on /7*(G/77) is trivial. Considering case (3), we note that G/77

«SO(3)Xz2S1 (in the notation of [l, Chapter IV, 1.3]) is an SO(3)-bundle

over S1 and hence the groups //'(G/77, Z) are Z, Z, Z2, iZ@Zi), and Z, for

¿ = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Hence 7V(7Z) acts trivially on this if and only

if it does so on 7/;(G///, Q) (Q = rationals). However tt*: H*(G/H)-*H*(G)

is a rational isomorphism and the action of NiH) on 77*(G) is trivial, since

it is just right translation. Thus, in general, the structural group of M — B

-+(M-B)/G acts trivially on 77*(G/77, Z).

We have that £(£o, M) = F(G, M) in all cases except possibly (3), since

if zG£(£o, M) then G2Z)£iU£2 (up to conjugation of the £,) and the only

such group is G in these cases (except (11) for which this has already been

shown). In case (3), £(G2, M) = £(£0, A7) by Lemma 5.2, so that Gi acts on

the cmz £(G2, M) with an open set of fixed points. Thus F(G, M)

= £(Gx, Fid, M)) = F(Gt, M) = FiTo, M) in this case also.

Moreover, Corollary 2.4 implies easily that if G2D£t, dimG2 = dim£j,

then Gz = Ki. But then if G2 n^ G or 77 then rank (G2) = 1 and, using special

facts already shown in cases (3) and (11), it follows that Gz must be conjugate

to one of the K{. Thus there are exactly four orbit types near x.

Since B/G is the union

FjSi, M)      FjSj, M)

NiSi) NiSi)

oí two (tí — k— l)-cms with common boundary £(G, A7)=£(£o, M), an

in — k — 2)-cm over Z, it follows that B/G is an (tí — k — l)-cniz. Considering

the maps

£(£,-, M) - F(G, M)     F(Si, M) - F(G, M)
£(£,, M) - F(G, M) -* -i-2—-——- «    V   '    *-K-J-JL

N(Ki)/Ki NiSi)

we obtain, by using Theorems 6.4 and 6.5, that these maps have cross-sec-

tions. That is, we note that in all cases (A(£l)/£¿)/(A'(£l)/£<)0 is solvable

and we apply 6.5 to the map F(Kit M - F)/(N(Ki)/Kiy

-»£(£/, M-F)/N(Ki)/Ki and then apply 6.4 to the map £(£/, 717-£)

—>£(£¿, M— £)/(£/(£i)/Ki)° (or rather to the part over a component of the

latter space).

Letting B — F = DiUDi where 7>i= ¡z| G2~£;j we now have that

Dí^Dí/GXG/Kí and /VG«£(S<, M)/N(Si)-F(G, M). Now, considering
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the Leray spectral sequence of the map B —► B/G, we see that El'°

«Hl(B/G, Z) = Lx0iorp^n-k-2. Also forq>0,E™«H*c(Di/G,H"(G/Ki))
®HVC(D2/G, Hq(G/K2)) = Lx0 for p^n-k-2, since the coefficients are con-

stant.

It follows that H\(B, Z) = Lx0 lori^n-k-2 and hence also H¡(M-B, Z)

= LxO for i^n — k — 1. Since, as seen above, the structural group of the fiber-

ing M-B->(M-B)/G acts trivially on H*(G/H, Z) we have by Theorem

6.6 that Hl((M-B)/G, Z) = Lx0 for i = n-k-l. Also Hnc~t((M-B)/G, Z)
= El-** = En-t't = Hnc(M-B, Z)~Z. Moreover M/G-F is an (re-£)-cmz

with boundary B/G — F by the CDT and thus, since B/G is an (re — k — l)-cmz,

we have by Lemma 2.6 that Af/G is an (re — £)-cmz with boundary B/G,

which completes the proof of Case III.

6. Appendix. We shall give here the statements of some theorems for

which proofs appear (essentially) in the literature but the existing statements

of which are not sufficiently general for our purposes. The notation is as in

the present paper.

Theorem 6.1 (Montgomery [l, Chapter IX, 2.1]; Yang [7, Theorem 2]).

Let G be a compact Lie group acting on an n-cm M over Kp (where Kp denotes a

field of characteristic p, possibly zero). Then dim^ B^n — 2.

Theorem 6.2 (Montgomery [l, Chapter IX, 2.2]; Yang [7,Theorem 2]).

Let G be a compact Lie group acting on an n-cm M over Kp, and let t be an

integer 0¿t<k. Then the union of all orbits of dimension 5= í is a closed set of

dimension f^n — k+t — l over Kp.

Corollary 6.3 (Montgomery [l, Chapter IX, 2.2 Corollary]). Let G and

M be as above, then dim«^ Af/G = re — k (near any point) and dimKp B/G

a.n-k-1.

These three results are essentially the same as those cited except that Kp

replaces Z as coefficients. The proofs are almost the same, with Kp in place

of Z, and, in the proof of [l, Chapter IX, 2.1], the group //should be taken

to be a circle group such that HC\Gy is finite, the reference to Chapter V, 2.6

being replaced by a reference to [l, Chapter V, 3.2]. The equality dim^ Af/G

= n — k follows from the fact that locally near some orbit of dimension k, M

is the product of the orbit with Af/G. (Hence dim^ M/G^n — k and the

reverse inequality follows from the proof of [l, Chapter IX, 2.2].)

Theorem 6.4. Let G be a compact connected Lie group acting on a locally

separable, locally compact space M of finite covering dimension. Assume that G

acts freely outside the closed set A, that (M — A)/G is an m-cm over Z, and that

i/M —A      \ (Z,      i = m,
Hc I-1 Z\= Lx' \ for some x E A.

\     G / (0,        i 9^ m,

Then there is a local cross-section for the orbits of G on M—A near x.
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This follows from the proof of [l, Chapter XV, 3.3].

Theorem 6.5. £ei G be a finite solvable group acting on a space X freely

outside the closed set A EX. Say that x*G^4* has a fundamental system of

neighborhoods Ya such that each Ya — A/G is connected. A ssume further that

iX — A)/G is an orientable n-cm over Zp for all /j|ord(G) and that

H^~li(X — A)/G, Zp) = LxO for all p\ ord(G). Then there is a local cross-section

near x for the orbits of G on X —A.

This follows from the proof of [l, Chapter XV, 3.4].

Theorem 6.6. £e£ G be a compact connected Lie group acting on a space X

and let Abe a closed invariant subset of X such that the orbits of G in X —A are

all of the same type G/H. Let L be a principal ideal ring and suppose that the

structural group of the fibering

G/H X - A
X - A ——►-

G

acts trivially on 7/*(G/77, £). £e¿ xEFiG, X) EA and say that H%X-A, L)

= LxO for all i^io. Then also //¿((A — A)/G, L) = Lx*0 for all i^io.

This essentially follows from the proof of [l, Chapter XV, 6.3].
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